Part 2: Questions and Answers re IFB No. SGS-072013

Below are the questions that SFUSD has further received regarding IFB No. SGS-072013, as well as the District’s responses to these questions.

1. What is the District’s fee based cost for parking off duty patrol vehicles? Is space available?
   District Response: The contractor will have to contact SF Parking at 1 650 740-6928 or email patty@sfparking.biz

2. What is the cost of the Motorola radios used by the District?
   District Response: Between $1,000 to $1,500.

3. Since the current vendor is unionized, can we get the seniority dates and pay rates of their employees?
   District Response: The District is not responsible for the vendor employees. See IFD Item 65 under Additional contractor Responsibilities # 15, page 29.

4. Is office space provided to the current vendor? If so, is there an associated cost?
   District Response: No

5. You state the District may need more vehicles. How many additional vehicles specifically for this bid proposal?
   District Response: We are now using two vehicles. Additional will be determined based on the need of the District. This information is under Item 64, Scope of Product/Services to be provided and A Volume Services.

6. Estimates mileage is 50 to 60 miles. Would this be per vehicle or both?
   District Response: The estimated mileage is a combined average for both vehicles responding and patrolling District properties. The figure can change based upon the District needs.

7. How many vehicles are in use at the same time?
   District Response: Two

8. Could our proprietary system that utilizes bar codes and bar readers be used in lieu of digital Detex system?
   District Response: District would have to determine if your system accommodates our needs.
9. How many of the security officer posts currently have “more than limited contact with students”?
   District Response: One

10. How many holidays are recognized by the school district, and are the officers required to work these holidays?
    District Response: 11 days and Yes officers are required to work on holidays.